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Now I have got an intermediate level of Arduino, and have to develop
an application that can display and control the leds on a string of LEDs.
The answer to a question is that when I will connect my Arduino to the
PC, a test project that I made which displays the number of the led on
the string of LEDs. What do I do now? Is there anyone who knows
about this? thank you A: You're asking about controlling a hardware
serial port. You can use the UART class in the Arduino core library to
read and write data to and from it, but the Arduino hardware itself is a
bit special. The hardware serial port is accessed through SPI (Serial
Peripheral Interface), and you should have no trouble creating your
own SPI class and using it with the Arduino (if you have an SPI
library). The SPI class will allow you to call SPI commands to tell the
chip how to drive its pins. There is documentation for that here. This
will work to connect via the serial port, but it's a little tricky. You can
see here for how to make a TStreamSocket, and here for how to write
an appropriate TStreamSocket server. You will also need to create a
TFileStream to read/write from the serial port. From the help on the
Arduino Library site: This is the interface between the serial port and
the SPI peripheral. You will have to create a TStreamSocket server to
be able to get data. Q: Python sqlite3 group by (SQL expression must
be SELECT) I have a MySQL table with fields: ID, TYPE, FRAG_ID.
I need to get the count of different TYPES in each FRAG_ID and
write it to a csv file. I'm trying to make this happen with SQLite. I have
this: import sqlite3 con = sqlite3.connect("test.sqlite") cur =
con.cursor() with open('test.csv', 'w', newline='') as csvfile:
cur.executemany("SELECT COUNT(TYPE) FROM DATA GROUP
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BY FRAG_ID", data) cur.commit() cur.close() con.close() But I keep
getting a group by must be in SELECT statement. Is there a way to
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